
Our Syndication Networks are built to the precise
standards set out by “Best Practices” and have been
updated over the years to provide more power,
authority, and trust for your digital properties.

A Powerful Way to Maximum Exposure is to combine
Google Map Strategy along with a Targeted -Drive
Stack and Syndication Network for the 1-2-3 Punch to
Knock-Out The Competition!

Advanced Drive Stack
BroadMoar’s drive stack is a proprietary process
where we use Google’s own properties to add
authority to the syndication network, which boosts
your content either through blogs, postings, or
YouTube videos. The prerequisite is that you must
have a Syndication Network. The SN is offered in
several configurations based on what we are
syndicating.

Get ready to step into the SEO time machine and
start ranking like its 2005 again! All the power of our
BroadMoar Consulting & the BroadMoar Marketing
Agency is done for you. Get an unfair advantage over
your competition.

Contact a BroadMoar Advisor today to see if

www.broadmoarconsulting.com contact@broadmoarconsulting.com

Introducing
Google Shield

Google Shield is All About Keeping Up-To-Date On Google Updates

Google Shield is a compilation of the “Best
Practice” tactics, tested for years, to insulate sites
from all Google updates. Our Ninja Masters have
combined the Syndication Network, Google Drive
Stack, and GMB ID Looper to create the “Google
Shield”

You now have a service that you can utilize to
protect your valuable online assets and no longer
have to worry about what Google does next.

Google ID Looper
The second part of Google Shield is adding the
ID-Looper standard off-page work to your Google
Business Profile (GBP). The GBP ID Looper -
Leverages the power of iframes and the @id page
in the GBP @id loop to loop for your assets! The ID
Looper is added based on how competitive your
industry is in your local market.

Syndication Network Strategy
The Most Powerful Way to Market Your Business is
our Syndication Network; it gives you an unfair
advantage over your competition!

The 1-2-3 Punch Your
Business needs to knock-out
the competition


